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Abstract

Thanks to the World Wide Web� there are more hy�
pertextual documents in existence than ever before�
By its very nature� hypertext opens the door to user
interaction with documents� This in turn has resulted
in attempts to capitalise on this interaction by build�
ing adaptive hypertext systems� where the material
presented to the user is in some way tailored on the
basis of an existing user model or the user�s previous
interactions with the system� However� there are lim�
its to the �exibility that current methods a�ord� We
argue for the incorporation of natural language gener�
ation techniques into such systems� resulting in what
we call dynamic hypertext� We describe two imple�
mented dynamic hypertext systems� and discuss some
of the e�ects of being dynamic� on both the tailored
generation of comparisons� and on what it means to
go back� in such environments�

Keywords adaptive hypertext� natural language gen�
eration� user modelling� discourse history

Introduction

Technological advances in recent years have given rise
to an explosive increase in the quantity of electronic
documents� and an increasing proportion of these are
hypertextual in nature� being made available via multi�
media resources and� more commonly� the World Wide
Web�
Hypertext by its very nature opens the door to user

interaction with documents� This in turn has resulted
in attempts to capitalise on this interaction by building
adaptive hypertext systems� where the material pre�
sented to the user is in some way tailored on the basis
of an existing user model or the user�s previous inter�
actions with the system� However� there are limits to
the �exibility that current methods a�ord� We argue
for the incorporation of natural language generation
techniques into such systems� resulting in what we call
dynamic hypertext�
In this paper� we �rst brie�y summarise the ap�

proaches used in adaptive hypertext systems� We then

contrast this with dynamic hypertext� which draws on
research in natural language generation 	nlg
to dy�
namically create and adapt hypertext documents to
the user�s needs� We argue that� by making more ef�
fective use of a user model and the discourse history�
nlg techniques can o�er more �exible hypertext docu�
ments than traditional adaptive hypertext systems are
able to�

The key element that nlg adds is the dynamic con�
struction of textual content on demand� at viewing
time� In the famous analogy in quantum mechanics�
Schr�odinger�s cat is neither dead nor alive� so long as
it remains unobserved� But as soon as it is observed�
the very act of observation causes it to fall into one
state or the other �Gribbin ����� Dynamic hypertext
o�ers a hypertextual parallel� a link�s destination need
have no determinate informational contents� until it is
visited� As soon as it is visited� the very act of visita�
tion causes a node to contain a determinate content�

We will illustrate the advantages of such �Schr�o�
dinger nodes�� and the dynamic hypertext techniques
which permit them� through two implemented systems�
the ilex and the peba�ii text generation systems�
which dynamically produce descriptions of entities as
World Wide Web pages� We also consider some issues
that arise in the dynamic generation of hypertext doc�
uments� we describe some of our current work in the
production of user�tailored comparisons� and explore
what it means to go backwards in such a system�

From adaptive to dynamic hypertext

via natural language generation

Adaptive hypertext

Adaptive hypertext is an area of research which has
grown within the User Modelling 	um
 and Intelligent
Tutoring System 	its
 �elds� and which encompasses
the goal of adapting hypermedia resources to take ac�
count of each individual user�s knowledge� Brusilovsky
����� suggests that an adaptive hypertext system con�



sists of three key components� a �xed network of hy�
pertext nodes� a user model� and the ability to use
this model in order to control what is presented to the
user at each node� according to her knowledge of the
concepts within the document at that node�

Within an adaptive hypertext system� each docu�
ment may be annotated with the conditions under
which particular segments of that document and links
to other concepts are considered appropriate given a
particular user�s knowledge� This enables the system
to present di�erent views of the same document to dif�
ferent users�

For a survey of existing adaptive hypertext systems
and further elaboration of the concepts involved� see
Brusilovsky ������

Natural language generation

Natural language generation aims to produce
coherent natural language text from an underlying rep�
resentation of knowledge� It can be viewed as a goal�
driven planning process� involving the formulation of
texts that satisfy some communicative goal� Many of
the ideas here are borrowed from conventional plan�
ning techniques developed within arti�cial intelligence�
so� for example� a top level communicative goal such
as �instruct the user how to operate a telescope� may
be decomposed into a number of constituent sub�goals
such as �tell the user what a lens is�� �tell the user where
the focusing mechanism is� and so on� This decomposi�
tional process iterates until the resulting goals can each
be realised by means of a natural language utterance�

Figure a shows the traditional architecture of nlg
systems� nlg systems embody two main processing
components� the text planner and the surface realisa�
tion component�

The text planning stage typically encapsulates all
those decisions involving choices of what to say� Based
on the discourse goals� the text planner must decide
what is relevant in a particular situation 	content se�
lection
� and then organise this content in a way that
allows realisation of a coherent discourse that guides
the hearer�s inferences� The text planning component
achieves this by composing a discourse plan using facts
from the knowledge base� For example� McKeown�s
����� schema�based approach stores a number of plan
outlines in a plan library and �lls in the appropriate
information from the knowledge base�

A model of the user�s knowledge can be used by an
nlg system to tailor the text to the individual user�s
knowledge� see Paris ����� for a good example of this
approach� In addition� the ongoing discourse with each
particular user can also be recorded in the discourse
history component to enable the system to adapt fu�

ture texts to what has been said before�

The discourse plan is realised as natural language
utterances by the surface realisation component� This
makes use of knowledge of the natural language�s gram�
mar and lexicon to produce well�formed utterances
that convey the required semantic content�

Dynamic hypertext

Dynamic hypertext is an area of research within
nlg which takes advantage of hypertextual interaction
to give the user the freedom to perform high�level dis�
course planning� thereby reducing the burden on the
nlg system of having to reason more deeply about
her goals� A key element in any dynamic hypertext
system is that the hypertext network and the nodes
of this network 	the documents themselves
 are dy�
namically created at run�time when the user requests
them� there are no existing hypertext documents� and
there may not even be any pre�existing representations
of what could be documents within the system�

Figure b shows the architecture of a dynamic hy�
pertext system� the traditional nlg architecture shown
in Figure a is augmented with some additional com�
ponents which are required within a hypertext envi�
ronment�

A dynamic hypertext system operates in a similar
way to traditional nlg systems� a knowledge base con�
tains information about those concepts in the domain�
and the system selects which elements of the knowledge
base are important for creating the required hypertext
node� The surface realisation component of a dynamic
hypertext system must encode html tags into the text
in order to produce a document which can be viewed
using a hypertext interface such as a www browser�
The hypertext tags represent follow�up questions which
the user can ask� and are generally concepts 	or other
entities
 that can be described by the system�� In op�
eration� the user can e�ectively perform the high�level
discourse planning for the system� driving the system
by selecting hypertext tags� Each hypertext tag indi�
cates a new discourse goal to the system�

Knott et al ����� provides a useful survey and com�
parison of existing dynamic hypertext systems� In the
next section� we look more closely at two particular
systems we have been involved with�

�Dynamic hypertext systems must decide whether a link
is justi�ed� that is� whether there is more to say about the
concept� or whether all the useful information about the
particular concept has already been included in the current
document�
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Figure � System architectures� 	a
 traditional NLG� 	b
 dynamic hypertext�

Two dynamic hypertext systems

The ilex system

The �rst phase of the Intelligent Labelling Explorer
project has built the ilex system��� which uses nlg
technology to generate descriptions of objects dis�
played in a museum gallery� An overview of ilex is
given here� for more details� see Knott et al ������ To
date� two versions have been implemented 	ilex�� and
�
� both describe objects in the National Museums of
Scotland�s ��th Century Jewellery Gallery� Figure �
shows an example description produced by ilex���
ilex�s labels must be� accurate� important� in the

sense of conveying information about the domain that
helps educate the visitor more broadly� and interest�

ing� in the sense that if the descriptions are boring� the
visitor can just walk away� To help meet these crite�

�A version of the ilex system is available on the www
at url	 http���cirrus�dai�ed�ac�uk������cgi�bin�
jewel�start�start�Ilex����

ria� ilex uses a simple user model� a discourse history�
and its own system agenda of communicative goals�
Thus� the user has freedom to explore any object in
the gallery at any time� but the descriptions produced
are constrained� via the system�s agenda of educational
goals� which it strives to achieve when the opportunity
arises�

Figure � shows the architecture of the ilex system�
Comparing it with the general architecture in Figure
b� it can be seen that the knowledge base has two
main parts� information parsed from the museum�s
	very large
 database� and text either entered by hand�
or acquired from interviews� Hand�entered informa�
tion includes type hierarchies for jewels and designers�
Interview�based information starts out with canned
text stories� extracted from interviews with the cura�
tor� This is used to represent the important messages
of the gallery� These stories typically concern indi�
vidual jewels or classes of jewels� and can be used as



part of� among other things� arguments and miscon�
ception corrections� Signi�cantly� however� the
canned text used for these stories can be marked up
with various kinds of annotation so that the text
can be realised in di�erent ways�pronouns can be
used instead of full names� subordinate propositions
can be pruned out� and so on� Annotated text has been
adopted as a compromise between �exible output and
ease of authoring�
ilex begins by selecting all the knowledge base en�

tries and stories about the jewel to be described� and
all the stories about any classes to which the jewel
belongs� Comparing Figure � with Figure b� it can
be seen that the main complexity in the generation
process lies at the content selection stage� which has
three sub�phases� preselection� structuring� and prun�
ing� The information items to be presented are placed
in a rank ordering� by computing the value of each item
in terms of� its interest to the user�type� importance
to the system�s agenda� extent of existing assimilation�
utility in establishing concepts� and groundedness in
the current discourse� Thus� for instance� any stories
on subjects that the user is not interested in are ef�
fectively suppressed� 	The user can specify which sub�
jects she is interested in via a simple form�based pref�
erences page�
 From here� any information which has
already been presented is replaced via back�pointing
hyperlinks� potentially realised via comparisons in the
resulting text� The material which remains after this
process is slotted into the page schema� and passed o�
to the realisation component�

The Peba�ii system

peba�ii� is an nlg system which produces descriptions
and comparisons of entities represented in a taxonomic
knowledge base� An overview of peba�ii will be pre�
sented in this section� for more details� see Milosavl�
jevic� Tulloch and Dale ������ Figure � contains an
example description produced by peba�ii�
The peba�ii system uses a fairly traditional nlg ar�

chitecture� and has two types of discourse goals� to
describe a single entity or to compare two entities� In
realising these goals� the system makes use of both a
simple user model and the discourse history� At the be�
ginning of each interaction with the system� the user
is permitted to classify herself as either a na��ve or an
expert user� this choice results in the system taking dif�
ferent views of the structure and content of the knowl�
edge base of animal facts� The discourse history is used
to tailor the output to take account of the previous dis�
course� as described further below�

�A version of the peba�ii system is available on the
www at url	 http���www�mri�mq�edu�au�ltg�peba��

Peba�ii uses a phrasal lexicon� That is� the map�
ping from knowledge base elements to surface form
varies from being single words 	such as �Yak�
 to short�
phrases 	such as �lifespan in captivity�
 to full phrases
	such as �has a long shaggy coat which hangs to the
ground like a fringe�
� In other words� we only decom�
pose those concepts which require linguistic variation�
As with ilex�s annotated storieds� our aim here is two�
fold� to be able to populate the knowledge base by
avoiding di�cult representational issues� and to pro�
duce a system which is e�cient� not rebuilding the
same surface form many times�

Sources of �exibility in dynamic

hypertext

This section outlines three aspects of nlg which add
�exibility to the idea of adaptive hypertext� helping us
to build Schr�odinger�s nodes�

Co�operative text planning

�From an nlg system�s point of view� an obvious ben�
e�t of hypertext over conventional textual output is
that the system has less need to pursue highly detailed
user modelling� The system does not need to do as
much guessing as to what to present the user� since the
latter has an active say in the discourse planning pro�
cess� Another bene�t� though� of this mixed�initiative
approach is that the system can pursue its own goals
while servicing those posted by the user�

Thus� in producing descriptions of objects which
the user requests� the ilex system ensures that each
description contributes maximally towards the user�s
goals� and also �ts into a coherent picture for the in�
dividual user� For example� suppose we are describing
an item of jewellery which happens to be made of plas�
tic� then 	while this may not be important in itself
�
it allows the system the opportunity to make one of
the points on its own agenda� although we now re�
gard plastic as a cheap material 	and thus generally
use it in mass�produced jewellery
� early this century�
it was di�cult make� and hence used in one�o� de�
signer pieces� In this way� the system�s own goals are
opportunistically satis�ed�

User modelling

Hypertext documents should not be viewed simply as
�information dumps�� presenting the user with all the
information the system has about some topic� The text
should be relevant� understandable and tailored to the
particular user�s needs� nlg systems can provide more
adaptive and �exible hypertext in several ways�



Dynamic link creation� Links to other potential
nodes from the current document can be created de�
pending upon the user�s behaviour� as with most
information�retrieval�based hypertext systems� How�
ever� instead of providing a simple list of other nodes
which can be visited from the current node� an nlg

system can weave the links into the current document�
perhaps even explaining why they are important in
this particular context� or comparing the concepts de�
scribed at those nodes�

Dynamic node creation� The content of the hyper�
text node 	or document
 can be varied in both the text
planning stage�deciding what the content of the doc�
ument should be�and the surface realisation stage�
choosing the linguistic realisation for the content� This
allows the content to be adapted to the user�s knowl�
edge� the current context� and the content of the pre�
vious discourse 	see below
� The content can be made
more informative� information which the user already
knows or does not need can be omitted� prerequisite in�
formation can be incorporated� and the text can build
on the user�s existing knowledge so as to provide re�
assurance� As a result� the comprehensibility of the
content can be maximised for the current user� saying
neither too much nor too little� and using both linguis�
tic and conceptual material that is accessible for the
user�

Discourse history

The importance of being able to refer back to previous
conversations with a listener� or more speci�cally� to
concepts previously described to a listener� is obvious
when we enter a conversation or debate which has been
going for some time� or when we try reading a book
from the middle� or start watching a movie which is
already half way through� Although initially the new
environment would be thoroughly confusing� we can
often pick up much of what we missed by listening for
the use of discourse history in the conversation� debate�
book or movie�

The discourse history plays a central role in nlg

systems� particularly when constructing anaphoric re�
ferring expressions �Dale ����� or when trying to refer
to concepts mentioned in past communication with a
user �Moore �����

In designing a hypertext document� the path by
which a user might arrive at the node is typically not
known 	but see Mathe and Chen �����
� It is there�
fore di�cult to know what concepts might be known
by a user reading the document� Dynamic hypertext
systems are able to make e�ective use of the discourse
history with a particular user by building on the user�s

growing knowledge� Concepts which have been men�
tioned in an earlier discourse can be used to describe
new concepts� and in particular� comparisons can be
drawn with known concepts� Dynamic hypertext sys�
tems are thus more able to tailor the text within doc�
uments to the speci�c user�s needs�

Being dynamic

In this section we discuss two areas which illustrate the
rami�cations of dynamic hypertexts� the treatment of
comparisons� and the proper approach to navigation�

User�tailored comparison

Comparison is an important part of the description
process as well as an e�ective tool for introducing new
concepts to a user� When describing a new concept to
the user� a dynamic hypertext system can make use
of comparison in a number of ways� We are currently
investigating the use of comparisons in electronic ency�
clop dia articles in order to build the same function�
ality into our systems� In this subsection� we describe
the types of comparisons found in these articles� and
present some issues that arise in the automatic gener�
ation of comparisons in hypertext descriptions�

The Types of Comparison Milosavljevic and Dale
����� describe three types of comparisons found in
electronic encyclop dia systems�

� A direct comparison is usually made when the user
speci�cally asks for a comparison of two entities� Di�
rect comparisons are bi�focal� neither of the two en�
tities being compared are more central to the dis�
course� Peba�ii produces direct comparisons of an�
imals by comparing each of the property types 	eg�
length� colouring
 which the two animals share� in a
point�by�point manner�

� A clari�catory comparison is produced when� in de�
scribing an entity 	the focused entity
� there is an�
other entity which either 	i
 is a potential confuser

of the focussed entity and hence needs to be dis�
tinguished or 	ii
 shares a number of salient features
with the focused entity and hence makes a good com�
parator� Figure � provides an example�

� An illustrative comparison is useful when there is
a commonly known entity 	or an entity speci�cally
known by this user
 which shares a particular fea�
ture with the focused entity� and hence can be used
to illustrate the property� An example illustrative
comparison produced by the peba�ii system is� The
Aye�aye is about the same length as a domestic cat�



Incorporating the User�s Knowledge When de�
scribing a new concept to a listener� we often refer to
earlier concepts which the user is familiar with� in or�
der to 	i
 make the description task easier for ourselves
and 	ii
 ease the understanding of the new concept for
the listener� However� within a hypertext description�
the comparator can be a hypertext link� and hence if
the user is interested� she can request further informa�
tion about the comparator� The important question
here is whether the user has to have knowledge of the
comparator in order to make a comparison�
A clari�catory comparison is important in a descrip�

tion when there is an entity which could be confused
with the focused entity 	a potential confuser
� and use�
ful in a description when there is an entity which shares
a number of salient features with the focused entity�
Hence� if the focussed entity 	for example� the alli�
gator
 has a potential confuser 	the crocodile
 with
which the user is unfamiliar� a clari�catory compari�
son should be utilised regardless� However� in the case
where there is a similar entity� it is less obvious whether
the comparison should be made� Since the user can se�
lect the comparator as a follow�up question� a hyper�
text environment allows us to make the comparison� In
an environment which does not allow follow�up ques�
tions� this might not be the case�
Illustrative comparisons are generally made with

commonly known entities� Of course� we cannot as�
sume that that every user knows about rabbits� cats
and dogs� nor that their common knowledge of these
entities is the same universally� In peba�ii we have a
user preferences page which allows the user to specify
animals which she is very familiar with� These animals
are then used for the illustrative comparisons�

Maximising Coherence through Past Discourse

A dynamic hypertext system which is capable of pro�
ducing comparisons can make considerable use of the
discourse history� Within the local textual environ�
ment� the system can reinforce the relationship be�
tween the previous and current nodes by linking the
concepts in each� we refer to this as textual coher�
ence� In the more global discourse context� the system
can build on those concepts previously described� in a
similar way to employing a user model� we refer to this
as conceptual coherence�

Textual Coherence� As mentioned earlier� the path
by which a user might arrive at a hypertext node can�
not be predicted in advance� and hence making com�
parisons with those concepts described in the most
recent document will allow the �ow from one docu�
ment to the next to be more coherent� This cannot
be achieved by means of the simpler annotations used

to mark up documents in straightforward adaptive hy�
pertext systems�
As described in Dale and Milosavljevic ������ the

generation of hypertext documents e�ectively consti�
tutes an ongoing discourse with the user� and hence the
description should provide a connection to the most
recently described concept� Both the ilex and the
peba�ii systems link the focussed entity to the most
recently described entity� For example� if the user se�
lects the Mammal node when reading the description
of the Monotreme 	as in Figure �
� then the peba�ii
system will produce the following linking text within
the resulting description of the Mammal�

Apart from the Monotreme� the Mammal has the
following subtypes� the Placental Mammal and
the Marsupial�

The ilex system currently generates linking sen�
tences such as�

Like the earlier piece
	Gold and enamel pendant necklace
� this piece
was designed by Jessie M� King 	Glasgow
 in c�
����

ilex uses these linking sentences to liken the current
piece of jewellery to a previously described piece in
order to bring the similarities to the user�s attention�
There are several alternative ways of making the dis�
course more connected� but the di�culty lies in �nding
the most relevant relationship between the hypertext
nodes� Except where a node has been reached from
the top of the system 	in ilex� this is the Cases page
�
in most instances there should be some characteristic
by which to link the two nodes� since the current node
must have been listed in the text of the previous node
for some reason� It is often this very reason which pro�
vides us with some clue as to what to use in the linking
sentence�

Conceptual Coherence� A dynamic hypertext sys�
tem can make use of the longer�term discourse history
by making comparisons with those concepts which have
been described to the user in the past discourse� For
example� in describing the porpoise to a listener� it
is often easier to compare it to the dolphin using a
clari�catory comparison� If the system has previously
described the dolphin to the user then this comparison
can easily be made��

Dynamically producing hypertext documents allows
the production of shorter texts� since the system can

�Of course� it is not entirely clear which aspects of the
concepts in the past discourse will be remembered by the
user�



include links to those concepts it computes to be rele�
vant� but not relevant enough to place within the cur�
rent textual node� If the user requires further infor�
mation about any of those concepts� then she can ask
follow�up questions by selecting the links� This helps
to alleviate the problem of overwhelming the user with
too much text� and increases the likelihood that the
user will read the whole text on the node��

In the peba�ii system� it is assumed that the user
reads all the text displayed and� additionally� is a
perfect learner�she will remember everything� By
contrast� in ilex� some pieces of information are re�
iterated� how often depends both on the item�s assim�
ilation score� and on the user�type�s assumed assimi�
lation rate� It remains to be seen which strategy will
prove to be the more e�ective� it is possible that di�er�
ent strategies will be appropriate in di�erent domains�

Navigational metaphors in dynamic
hypertext

Classic approaches to hypertext are based on a spa�
tial metaphor� we visit nodes� navigate around� ex�
plore� get lost in hyperspace� and so on� These �t
very well the idea that a document is a �xed arte�
fact� whose parts 	in this case� hypertext nodes
 look
the same from whatever direction they are approached�
Part of the interest in hypertexts comes precisely from
the fact that a given part can have many paths lead�
ing from and to it� Given all this� it is appropriate
to require that the appearance of any given part of
the document not vary from time to time� except per�
haps through some wear�and�tear mechanism which in�
dicates how popular the place is�as in visit�counters
on Web pages�
Now� recall Schr�odinger�s node� a link�s destination

need have no determinate informational contents� un�
til it is visited� Once visited� the very act of visitation
causes the node to contain a determinate content� This
represents a �non�classical� attempt to save the spatial�
object�based metaphor� in the face of dynamic hyper�
texts� which are no longer classical� �xed artefacts�

However� perhaps the real point is that dynamic hy�
pertext stretches the spatial model beyond reasonable
bounds� so that we must consider a more radical switch
to a temporal model� which takes seriously the idea
that dynamic hypertexts enable a mixed�initiative dia�
logue� a conversation between the user and the system�

Such a switch from the spatial metaphor has corol�
laries for the proper approach to �navigation� in dy�
namic hypertext� Both the standard navigational

�Many users of hypertext systems not only browse
through documents� they skip through the paragraphs of
text within them�

metaphors and the �xed�look assumptions adopted in
most hypertext systems seem inappropriate� This be�
comes most obvious when we look at what happens
when we return to an earlier topic of conversation�
what does it mean to re�accomplish a discourse goal
that has already been satis�ed!
As mentioned earlier� a major aim in dynamic hyper�

text is to allow the user freedom to ask follow�up ques�
tions about the concepts in a description� However�
suppose that the user did request further information
about a concept in a node Di 	and perhaps even some
concepts in the resulting node Di��� and so on
� and
then returned to the original node Di� One example
of this would be where the user viewed the description
of the alligator in Figure �� requested a description of
the crocodile� and then returned to the description of
the alligator by selecting the back button on the www
browser� We are faced with a question� should the de�
scription of the alligator remain just as it was before�
or should it now be revised in light of the user�s new
knowledge!
Going back to a previous node means� more or less�

re�accomplishing a goal that has already been accom�
plished� We can identify two distinct but related issues
here�

� On re�accomplishing a goal that has been accom�
plished before� should we generate the same text as
we produced before� or should we produce a di�erent
text that takes account of what has happened in the
interim!

� Once a goal has been re�accomplished� should we
continue from that point as if it is the �rst time the
goal has been accomplished� or should we make use
of discourse history accumulated between the two
accomplishments!

In both cases the question concerns what we do with
the interim discourse history� that part of the dis�
course history accumulated between two accomplish�
ments of the same goal� We can distinguish various
options in the following terms� First� there are two
ways we can look at the re�accomplishment of a goal�

Restatement� Posting the same goal again will lead
to a new realisation� This is a continuation of
the discourse� the interim discourse history �gures
in how the goal is accomplished this second time
around� and we add monotonically to the conver�
sational record� This is what generally happens in
human"human conversation when we are asked to
re�explain something we have already explained� as
in a response to �Tell me about that again�� so� we
might explain concept A� �nd that the hearer has



a problem understanding� so clarify by introducing
a concept B� then return to redescribe concept A
using the hearer�s new assumed knowledge of B�

Repetition� The system can be asked to recall the
way it realised the goal last time 	or the �rst time
�
This is a verbatim repetition of the utterance made
last time� the kind of utterance prompted by a re�
quest like �No� say it exactly as you did before�� In
such a circumstance� the reaccomplishment of the
goal does not take account of the interim discourse
history� The caching mechanisms in Web browsers
would cause this to be the default behaviour�which
might be appropriate some applications�

There are also two ways we can handle the discourse
continuation subsequent to the re�accomplishment�

Resumption� Having re�accomplished the goal� we
continue assuming that the interim discourse history
is part of the conversational record� In e�ect� the
system knows it has said the same thing twice� Even
if the user now follows an unexplored link o� the
repeated page� all the material presented between
these two accomplishments of the goal in question is
recalled�

Restoration� A more violent view of repetition is
that it is a destructive operation� Having recalled
the past� we can take new options from it�and the
way these are pursued will not acknowledge that ma�
terial was presented between the two events� So this
is not a continuation of the discourse� instead we cut
o� a branch of the conversational record� and start
to grow the conversation again from an earlier point�

There is a natural pairing between repetition and
restoration on the one hand� and restatement and re�
sumption on the other� We are still exploring the most
appropriate courses of action in our current implemen�
tations�
In the case of peba�ii� suppose we ask for a descrip�

tion of the alligator� this will contain a reference to the
crocodile as a similar animal� If we then request from
this page a description of the crocodile� the resulting
text will also mention the alligator� if we then go on
to request a re�accomplishment of the goal of describ�
ing the alligator� this subsequent description will not
contain the clari�catory comparison with the crocodile
that was included on the �rst accomplishment� since
the user is assumed to now know the di�erence be�
tween these two entities� In ilex��� such restatements
not only suppress elements of the original description�
they also present new information� This behaviour is
mediated by the provision of an explicit �back� button�

provided in a separate frame 	see Figure �
� rather than
by the browser�s own back button� The next version
of ilex�� will also support a �verbatim� button for any
re�visited object�

Conclusion

To search for Schr�odinger�s node is to seek ways of
adding �exibility in the creation of adaptive docu�
ments� In this paper� we have argued that adding natu�
ral language generation techniques to the construction
of hypertextual interactions gives us important lever�
age� We term the result dynamic hypertext� We
have identi�ed a number of the key characteristics of
dynamic hypertext that deliver this �exibility� and de�
scribed two implemented systems which make use of
these ideas� We have also explored in some detail two
speci�c research issues that have arisen in this con�
text� the generation of user�tailored comparisons� and
the question of what it means to go back in a dynamic
hypertext environment�
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Figure �� A description produced by ilex��



Figure �� The ilex system architecture



Figure �� A description of the Monotreme produced by Peba�ii



Figure �� A description of the Alligator containing a clari�catory comparison with the Crocodile produced by
Peba�ii


